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Modeled on the Moorish architecture of the Alhambra fortress just across the
ridge from La Villa Real de Santa Fe in Spain, The Scottish Rite Temple in Santa Fe,
NM was completed in 1912, the same year that New Mexico achieved statehood.
With the passing of the 100th anniversary of its completion, there is now the very
real possibility that the building may be placed on the real estate market.
Buildings that are 100 years old can be difficult and expensive to maintain,
especially when they exist on the scale of the Scottish Rite Temple.
The Scottish Rite Temple has been a Santa Fe landmark since it was fist
constructed, though it has not always been the gaudy pink color that will forever
be enshrined through historic district codes. Despite the building’s high profile
visibility in Santa Fe, it remains a mystery to most local inhabitants. The expansive
Hall of Honor might be recognizable to anyone who had their prom there, or
perhaps attended a gala, wedding reception or ball. But for the most part, the
interior of the building was an ongoing but quiet mystery to locals, so much so
that I believe many people rarely even considered what might be inside the big
pink building at the corner of Washington and Paseo de Peralta. It was enough to
know that it was there.
Given the opportunity for a peek inside, the building reveals itself to be a thing of
intricacy and beauty. It was one of the first large poured concrete structures ever
built east of California and west of the Mississippi. Its placement at a somewhat
elevated site from the plaza mimics, in a small way, the fortress-like positioning of
Alhambra, which sat on a ridge or promontory. The number of steps and landings
leading to the entrance of the temple all carry meaning to Masons, as they
represent the number of degrees and stages through which one may progress as
one advances in studies and research. In fact, there is very little if anything about
the building that was not meticulously planned down to minute detail and all of it
seems to exist on both symbolic and personal levels for all Masons. There are
three types of arches whose motifs are repeated throughout the building, each of
which bears specific symbolic significance. The repeated patterns of lace-like
complexity that adorn the building remind one of the infinite natures of divinity.
The entire building reveals one stunning feat of true craftsmanship after another.

The attention to intricate detail is something which could not be repeated in this
day and age without going to exorbitant expense. The hundreds of hand carved
chairs in the Hall of Honor which sit below the Tiffany chandeliers, though
repetitive in design and construction, were each individually crafted by hand. The
theater is a work of art, as the stage and its numerous set changes speak to such
beauty and functionality that there has been no need to make changes in 100
years. The beautifully painted arched “celestial” ceiling provides pitch perfect
acoustics, as well as being visually intriguing.
At 100 years of age and counting, there seems to be history around every corner.
The same stage sets as were sold to the Lodge in 1912 remain in use today. Each
set provides scenery for a specific play which represents the completion of a level
or degree, with its specific lessons represented on stage through various means.
The stage evokes a very realistic depth of perspective when three levels of sets are
used. The stage sets have been used many times by community groups over the
years to stage both musical and theatrical productions and the sets lend
themselves well to any number of theatrical settings.

The entry lobby of the Scottish Rite Temple, with the morning sun backlighting the
stained glass windows.

Another look at the windows in the lobby.

The Creed of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry

George Washington was a Free Mason, as were more than a dozen of the signers
of the Declaration of Independence and Constitution.

While many are aware of the Free Masonry background of a number of our
founding fathers, Free Masonry also provides a link with men like rugged

frontiersman Christopher Kit Carson, who was a member of the Charles Bent
Lodge in Taos, NM. For centuries, Free Masonry was an avenue of education and
even erudition for those men who were not part of the privileged class. Until
rather recently on the historical time line, formal education was always limited to
those with financial means or political/religious connections. Even today, the
privileged classes hold sway in the prestigious, private universities. But dating back
to the Middle Ages, there was a need to have educated stone masons to build the
lofty cathedrals; genuine stone masons, not pretenders or “wanna-be” stone
masons. This need was critical because the great cathedrals of the middle ages
were built very precisely, by the exacting measure of stone masons who could
read, count and “figure” things. Stone masons, whose labor was coveted, were
free to roam the countryside looking for work. They were welcome at any site
where a cathedral or public building or private castle was being built. The secrecy
which evolved was primarily due to the very real need to oust pretenders to the
trade. There could be no fake stone masons building those hallowed walls and
vaulted ceilings. So, not only were there secret signs to determine who might truly
be the stone mason they present themselves as, there were also tests of skill and
precision, in order to determine perhaps the degree of skill to which a stone
mason had risen.

This beautiful tile image of a double eagle resting on a sword represents a time of
decision-making for a man, a time when one must reflect on both the past and the
future when considering what path to take. That is the symbolism of the double

eagle, looking behind and ahead to assess the seriousness and assume the proper
perspective for a major decision. With talons on the sword, man is prepared to
defend his decision once made, as it was based on his most serious reflections.
But it is a decorative sword, not a battle sword, and is meant not to represent his
willingness to destroy or slay opposition, but perhaps to convince opposition
through the courage and depth of his conviction and research. If nothing else, Free
Masonry encourages self-reflection and philosophical curiosity; the uncensored
exchange of thoughts and ideas, and a fellowship that rewards the sharing of
information and personal enlightenment. This is something that was clearly
lacking in most past centuries, especially for commoners. The research library and
the barracks-like dormitory on the 3rd floor attest to the dedication toward
learning and both personal and communal advancement which marks the initiates
path through the degrees.

When first built, the building had a darker, earthy terra cotta or ox-blood exterior
color, a sort of muddy red, if you will. It might not have been quite as dark as
depicted in this Navajo pictorial tribute, but you get the idea. This color was
modeled after the Alhambra in Spain, and it was considered at the time to be a
pretty match on the color. As the exterior paint aged and deteriorated, the local
Wellborn Paint Store was tasked with matching the original. At first all went
seemingly well, but, as the paint began to dry, the color of the paint ripened to

what has been variously called “bubble-gum pink” and “Pepto Bismol pink”,
among other things. The paint store owner offered to replace at no cost, but
passed away before fulfilling his promise. The members of the lodge did not wish
to bother the widow with this bit of business and so it remained. As fate would
have it, concurrently with the need to eventually repaint the building, there was
also an historic district and architectural review frenzy on in Santa Fe. Time
sensitive deadlines were put in place for historic recognition and the building was
within the historic district. When the deadline came the building was pink, and
that is the way it has stayed. In essence, the unintended color had become the
historically legitimate color and the original color was assigned to the waste heap.
All in all, it has provided for a distinctive landmark in Santa Fe, one that we all
recognize. And yet, it is a mystery to most of us, perhaps simply because we never
thought to ask, or perhaps it is just getting past all of those secret “handshakes” or
passwords that might seem sinister to the uninitiated.

There’s no mystery about the Hall of Honor that resides within the walls of the

temple. This hall has been used continuously over the years to host cotillions,
proms, weddings and many civic festivities. And, of course, it has been used to
host Freemason reunions and other lodge activities. The chairs were all hand
carved and assembled. The stained glass chandeliers can be easily attributed to
Louis Comfort Tiffany, but no signature can be found on the chandeliers nor does
any sales or design documentation exist. However, Tiffany had a personal
relationship with the Scottish Rite Temple in Santa Fe that was established while
he was in the area to both check on his mining investment in nearby Cerrillos, NM
and absorb design inspirations from the southwest.

The building contains a capacious and first class commercial kitchen, the backbone
of any service facility. Members share/rotate kitchen responsibility on communal
weekends or other periods, and the kitchen crew is always first up in the morning.

This is one of three chandeliers that grace the Hall of Honor and can reliably, if not
definitively, be attributed to Louis Comfort Tiffany. Efforts to determine how the

glass was molded, to such consistency in perfect symmetry, have been
unsuccessful. Tiffany and Company was unable to reproduce the chandeliers
because there was no understanding of the specific technique/procedure which
achieved this specific curvature and color. When the Lodge added on to their Hall
of Honor, Tiffany provided chandeliers that were complementary in design, but no
match. This is simply an example of the individual craftsmanship that has been
lost over the years, as making became and manufacturing became cookie-cutter
operations due to the need to keep up with burgeoning population.

The interior courtyard is a mystery to most simply because it is something of
which one might never have any reason to be aware. This was an early March day
with crystal clear sky and moderate temperature. The courtyard seemed more like
a California Mission in the heart of spring, right at home in Santa Barbara, CA. The
large stone-walled garden in the middle of the courtyard was used as a reflecting
pool for many years, until there came a time when drought considerations
became a primary consideration and the reflecting pool was converted to a desert
garden.

Another angle on the interior courtyard.

Theater is a magnificent work of art throughout. The balcony lattice-work on both
sides conceals the works for a massive pipe organ whose pipes are built into the
walls of the structure, one of the last things completed. As with what seems
almost anything Masonic, everything carries meaning. The repetitive pattern of

the lattice work is a manner of representing a deity, an unknowable entity yet
consistent in thought and pattern, eternal and unwavering consistency.
The stage sets are a wonder of early 20th century ingenuity. Multiple sets, of which
I believe there are 19 distinct sets, sit above the stage, still operated by the rope
and pulley system of its time. The various drop scenes are marvelously versatile
and provide a genuine variety and depth of perception on stage. Perceived depth
is enhanced by the use of mesh with the canvas drapes to evoke the illusion of
free free-standing branches and leaves.
The various stage settings, which were specifically commissioned to satisfy
dramatic needs for the theatrical presentation of the philosophical/moral
significance of Free Masonry degrees. In turn, the stage settings have also lent
themselves quite nicely to community presentations, both musical and theatrical.
For the acoustics in the theater are exceptional.

This view from the stage reveals the celestial ceiling. The arch of the ceiling is to

the exact specifications of one for the three arches repeated throughout the
temple. The constellations which have been installed as electric lights are not true
to the actual direction of the building, which was a sore point with the free
masons, so in order to resolve a discrepancy with celestial alignment; they created
an “alternative” celestial alignment that more properly reflected their desire.
This theater has changed very little in the 100 years since its creation, and with
each passing year becomes even more of a wonder. Often there are opera
apprentices who work behind the scenes at community presentations while in
Santa Fe, and they often stop to ponder as they come to terms with the historic
stage scenery. No hydraulics or techno-magic to invoke “Deus ex Machina” effects,
just ropes and pulleys to loose or haul and then belay.

This photo reveals both the rope system that controls the lowering and raising of
each scenery screen, but the arrangement of the various scenery screens. This
arrangement provides for that extra quality of perceived depth, as sets are
dropped at different layers from front to back of the stage. Looking closely it is
possible to the mesh extensions of each fabric screen that support cut-out

representations consistent with the effect. In this set, it is a forest, and the
branches of the tree extend out from the main canvas “frame” providing the
illusion that supports visual depth.
Given that these sets are designed around the accomplishment of measurable
degrees, with specific lessons applying to each level, it is easy to understand that
the backstage dressing room is lined with historic costumes that also apply to
specific presentations and are historic in their own right. The beautiful oak
cabinets shown below contain the costumes and a wide variety of matching shoes
in different sizes for each costume. The cabinets were donated to the Scottish Rite
Temple by Thomas L. Moore, who owned Moore’s on the Plaza.

In addition to the theater, which brings dramatic representation of lessons learned
through research and contemplation, there is also a library in the building, shown
in the photo below. Consistent with the mission of the Freemasons to promote
freedom of thought and pursuit of knowledge, there is a third floor library and
reading room available to all members for extensive study, as needed to promote

their interest in a specific topic or to progress through the level of degrees. These
books include an eclectic collection of works by great thinkers and about
significant intellectual and philosophical movements over time.
These books are actually available to the public for research; however, the work
must be done on site. One can call for an appointment, and it is recommended
that one cite the specific area of interest to be researched, so that the librarian
may expedite the search for relevant material.

In the third floor space behind the library stacks, there is an additional space that
is devoted to a barracks-like dormitory for use by members. This arrangement is
quite convenient for research visits by out-of-town freemasons, or reunion
weekends, when members come from afar to share fellowship and catch up on
memories and current projects.

Spartan, but serviceable, accommodations meet research oriented aspirants;
which is all that one needs when occasionally resting in the pursuit of knowledge.
The picture becomes more clear as one walks through the building that good
things have happened in these halls, because of the thirst for knowledge and the
disdain of dogma.

